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FOREST FUN

On Monday Year 2 had a very happy time up at Forest School. The children were put into pairs and had lots of fun doing a scavenger
hunt. The list of things to identify and fi nd included mostly natural items. Bonus points were given for fi nding an egg shell that was not
on the list. Before returning to school for lunch we all limbered up and raced around the running track. Mrs Cooper and Mrs Brodie were
not quite as quick as some speedy Year 2 runners! We look forward to many more enjoyable Forest School sessions this year.
Year 2 Team
More pictures on page 11
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The Head has his say...
A good word to describe how everyone has adapted during the last few weeks and months is ‘resilient’. We have
made a small but significant change to our TPS Mission over the summer, making the word ‘Resilient’ one of our
twelve words in the wheel. We are constantly nurturing this attribute in all of our pupils and in our start of term
assembly, I focused on the story of Abraham Lincoln, who became arguably the greatest American president of
all time despite suffering many setbacks and disappointments along the way. It is so important that our pupils
are not afraid to tackle goals which look challenging and that they understand that it is the disappointments and
setbacks which give us opportunities to learn how to do things even better and to step up to the next level. They
will of course receive our full help and support as they continue on their exciting and challenging educational and personal journeys.
Our new chaplain, Reverend Getman (or ‘Rev’ as she likes to be known by the school community) referred to President Lincoln in her
fascinating chapel for the Prep School this morning, linking the escape of the Jews from their slavery in Egypt with the issue of slavery
and racism in modern times. It was good to see the whole school captivated as they watched on video the famous “I have a dream”
speech by Dr Martin Luther King Jnr.
It was also good to have a Prep School assembly last Monday on the subject of charity, led by Mr Pettit, our Charities Co-ordinator. The
Head of Fundraising from Musgrove Park Hospital came to thank our pupils for all of the fundraising they have been doing over the last
year or two and to explain how the money raised has been spent. Approximately £13,000 has been raised by our pupils recently, which
has gone towards providing much-needed equipment in the maternity unit and the new MRI scanner. Very well done to everyone who
has contributed to this fundraising.
The Saturday Morning Enrichment programme for Years 3 to 6 has got off to a very good start. If your child is attending and has a friend
who does not attend TPS, but who would like to come along on Saturday mornings, he or she will be very welcome. The charge for nonTPS children is £100 per term and parents just need to contact Mr Rowse on tpssaturdayenrichment@tauntonschool.co.uk
Finally, I would like to once again thank all parents, pupils and staff for their tremendous efforts in making our school work as best we
can in the current circumstances. We can all be very proud of the teamwork which is helping us, as a whole school community, to
continue to provide all of our pupils with the education, opportunities and care which we all want for them.
I hope that you enjoy a very good weekend.
Andrew Edwards
TPS Headmaster

News from Pre-Prep
Another lovely, productive week in the Nursery and Pre-Prep with the children beginning to bed down into their
classes and all the routines. The children are working hard in their targeted phonics groups along with becoming
incredibly stuck into their topic work.
Lots of the activities and work that is going on throughout both the Nursery and Pre-Prep have impressed me. As
I write this, I can hear Nursery 3 singing their ‘Days of the Week’ songs.
This week, I would really like to share with you some of the impressive work that is happening in Year 2. This term, Year 2’s topic is London
and they are focusing as much of their learning around this subject as possible. From the beautiful displays of the careful watercolours
of Paddington Bear, to the hand stitched ravens, the children have also been working together to compose their own class stories. They
have produced detailed story maps, which are being used to support their story writing.
Finally, we continue to miss seeing our parents around the Pre-Prep buildings. Thank you very much for continuing to wait patiently
outside, particularly as the weather becomes more autumnal.
Mrs Louise Leah
Head of Pre-Prep and Nursery
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Charity Champions
Freya (Year 7) and Harry (Year 8) Simpson, raised £625 for the
Macmillan Cancer Charity by making cakes and selling cream tea
boxes to local residents over our exeat weekend. This is a fantastic
sum of money, well done to them both and their parents!

Cool Chemistry
Pupils in Year 8 have been learning about the elements. Here they
are watching the reaction between aluminium and iodine. It is set
off with a drop of water, making lots of flames and purple smoke.

Caroline Tucker

The Week Ahead
Saturday, 3rd October

9.00 - 12.00 Enrichment (Years 3 to 6)
12.30 Hockey Fixtures
12.30 Hockey Sevens Fixtures

Sunday, 4th October

-

Monday, 5th October

Performing Arts Week begins (TPS)
8.30 - 8.55 TPS Weekly Assembly

Tuesday, 6th October

16.15 - 17.00 Performing Arts Café

Wednesday, 7th October

14.00 Hockey Sevens Fixtures
14.45 Hockey Sevens Fixtures
15.00 Hockey Sevens Fixtures

Thursday, 8th October

15.00 Hockey Sevens Fixtures

Friday, 9th October

8.30 - 8.50 TPS Chapel
8.35 TPS Harvest Service (Chapel)
9.00 - 12.00 Year 1 Forest School
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Simon ,Williams, Head of Science
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Thone House: It’s ‘Brean’ a Great Start to the Year!

At the start of each year, the children eagerly
await our annual trip to Brean Leisure Park
with great excitement and anticipation. The
past year has flown by and we were excited to
revisit the leisure park once again—with both
existing and newer members of our boarding
family.
The dodgems proved to be a firm favourite;
our young drivers delighted in bumping into
each other at every given opportunity; we are
not entirely sure if they all got to grips with
driving in the recommended direction! The
Wild Water ride was also a definite hit, with
log flumes, steep slopes and a colossal splash;
we were fortunate that the sun was shining
brightly, allowing everyone to dry out before
getting back on the bus at the end of the day.
As you can only imagine, screams from the
Year 4 girls could be heard across the entire
park! Meanwhile, Miss Beck braved the
rides with the Year 6 girls—which provided
them with much entertainment. The trip
was a great success—spending quality time
together as a boarding family, with fun and
laughter at the heart of the experience. After
all the sweet treats and rides, it was a miracle
that only a few had green faces and with no
further symptoms!
Lucy Collings Pettit
Assistant Houseparent, Thone
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Water Sports Club

Advanced Maths Club

Despite the cooling temperatures Year 7 and 8 children are having TPS tackle some challenging maths problems which are aimed at
the highest level for pupils of their age.
a fantastic time down at French Weir Park on a Tuesday after
school with our Water Sports Club. So far this term there has been
Ron Hornsby, Teacher of Mathematics
kayaking, river exploration (someone spotted an otter!) and plenty
of fun with paddle boards. Could you stand on one foot and paddle
on a board rocking on the shock waves as your friend falls in a few
metres away? Or would you be able to pass a hula-hoop around
yourself and canoe in less than five seconds? I think everyone’s
favourite part is the falling in and the bonus jumping in at the end
– any excuse to be in the water which is what Water Sports Club is
all about!
Caroline Thorpe

Year 3/4 Cookery Club
This year our Year 3/4 cookery club has got off to a great start with the children learning how to make fillings for wraps, a vegetarian
couscous salad and starting in fine style creating fruity monsters. The children have begun by learning how to keep their work area tidy
and use a knife confidently and safely to prepare fruit and vegetables. Here are a few pictures from our first week of fruit salad using
pears as the centre piece.
Caroline Thorpe
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Performing Arts Café
There have been two live streamed Performing Arts Cafés in the last fortnight and the children performing were absolutely fantastic.
They were so confi dent introducing themselves and all played with a high level of competency.
Jayne Hornsby, Head of Music and Performing Arts
TUESDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER
Jake Maloney – Cello
Jack van Looy – Piano
Safa Boraei – Cello
Forest White – Harp
Ben Leahy – Speech and Drama
Jack Bruford – Piano
Ava Leach – Guitar & Vocal
Parsa Khawaja – Piano
Matilda White – Piano
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Performing Arts Café
TUESDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER
Ben Hatcher – Trombone
Gregory Nicolaou – Violin
Jayden Mills – Drums
Daniella Hudson – Piano
Emily Vernon – Singing
Daisy Greenhalgh - Speech and Drama
Tongfei Deng - Piano
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Meet the New Head of Maths - Toby Fayers
What is your job role, and which age groups are you teaching?
I am the new Head of Mathematics at TPS and I am currently
teaching Years 5, 6 and 8 Maths and Year 7 and 8 Hockey.
How have your first few weeks at Taunton Prep School been? What are
your first impressions?
My first few days have certainly been busy with lots of
things to get used to and names to learn but it is nice to now be
in the normal routine of school life here. My first impressions have
been overwhelmingly positive. Both staff and children have been
extremely helpful and it has made starting a new job in these
times as easy as possible.
Where have you joined us from?
For the last three years I have been teaching Maths and
coaching sport at Millfield Prep School. It has been nice to meet
some of the students that my previous teams have played against.
What led you into teaching Maths?
Fresh out of University I got a job as a teaching assistant
at a Prep School in Birmingham. After two terms of being there,
they asked me whether I had considered completing a PGCE
which they then funded for me. I did a School Direct Primary PGCE
but with a focus on Mathematics. For me Mathematics has always
been a subject that I have found interesting and fun and I like to
try and makes others see that too through my teaching.
We’ve heard you have a dynamic teaching style. Do you have any
special tricks or techniques to get the children engaged in learning?
I am a massive fan of fun maths games. Maths quite often
gets stung by a negative attitude of ‘I can’t do maths’ or ‘maths
is boring’ and it is my mission to turn that around. I use a variety
of mental maths games that the children enjoy and don’t realise
that they are actually recalling and using number facts. One of
these games is the mathematical ball pit I have in my classroom.
The children will answer a maths question and then will have to
race to find it in the ball pit. Because of the excitement of the ball
pit, the children do not always realise the amount of maths they
are actually doing, they just see it as fun which creates a positive
learning environment. I also have a maths game on the Nintendo
Wii and lots of Rubik’s cubes on my desk that the children can play
with and develop their 3D spatial awareness. Rubik’s cubes are fun
to play with but help with picturing geometrical images,
sequences and even algorithms if you learn how to solve them. If
anyone has any unique Rubik’s cubes I would love to see them.
Who inspires you?
I wouldn’t say there is any one person that inspires me,
but more a variety of different people I have had the pleasure of
working with. Seeing great practices from different members of
staff always inspires me to think about my own teaching. As cliché
as it sounds, seeing children overcome things is always inspiring.
Whether it be passing a scholarship exam or overcoming a topic
they have always found challenging, seeing them succeed always
inspires you to work harder.
How do you ‘switch off’ from your job at the end of the school day?
I like to keep active. I like playing hockey, going to the gym,
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crossfit or running. I always feel like at the end of a day in the
classroom, the best thing is to do something active. I will soon be
getting a new puppy so I am sure he will help me ‘switch off’ too.
Quick fire questions now...
Favourite Film
Currently a big Marvel fan but do like films from various different
genres. For a slightly older film, Good Will Hunting is a classic (and
not just because it has a lot to do with maths).
Favourite book
Reading is one thing I wished I did more during term time. I love
science fiction books with a particular favourite being the Old
Kingdom series by Garth Nix.
Hobbies
I play hockey and have built a home gym during lockdown. Have
been occasionally known to play the piano.
Any Pets
Not currently, but have a little Cockapoo coming in December who
I am very excited to meet.
Favourite Singers/Bands
I like a wide variety of music depending on the activity that I am
doing. Marking books music is very different to gym music. One
artist that I have always loved is James Morrison.
Favourite TV programmes
A league of their own is a personal favourite of mine, but Netflix
has a wide variety of brilliant programmes.
Thank you for telling us about yourself Toby. The ball pit and Rubik’s
cubes sound like a great way to learn Maths!
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Keeping Busy in Reception Class

Reception have had a busy few weeks.
They enjoyed their first few Forest Friday
sessions, where they made their own
Stickman and forest crown. During the
children’s explorations around the woods
they made mud pies, built dens and
climbed trees. The children continued to
feed their inquisitive minds in Science as
they explored their senses and took part in
a fun experiment. They had to guess which
object they were holding by using just
their touch and smell. In Maths, the
children have begun to practise their
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number
formation. They have enjoyed painting
giant numbers that will form a number line
in their classroom to support them with
their number work. They have also been
introduced to their story for this half term,
‘The Three Little Pigs’. They have wowed
their teachers with their storytelling, using
a story map and actions to help them.
As part of their topic, ‘Knock, Knock, Here
I am’, the children created some fabulous
observational paintings of their homes.

Using a photograph of their house, the
children looked at the shapes they needed
to form the outline of the house and then
used felt tip pens to add the details such as
windows, doors and house numbers.
Reception have got an exciting few
weeks ahead; making pig masks, fizzing
volcanoes in Science and going on a
Scavenger Hunt.
Chantelle Wallace, KS1 Teacher
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Year 1 Explore Art with Nature
The Year 1 children enjoyed a sunny walk to Forest School on Monday. We’ve been learning about a famous artist, Andy Goldsworthy,
and his sculptures inspired the children to create their own natural artwork. They searched for a variety of natural materials and arranged
them to make beautiful collaged pictures. After their creative activity, the children had fun exploring the Forest School site, which
sparked some wonderful imaginative play.
The Year 1 Team
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Forest Fun for Year 2
From front page...

Summer Reading Challenge
Mrs Lockwood and I were hugely impressed with the entries for
the Summer Reading Challenge this year, particularly as all pupils
opted for the higher level challenge of reading one book a week
over the holiday period. We really enjoyed looking at the range of
books that had been chosen, as well as the attached book reviews.
All pupils who entered have received a Roll of Honour and the lucky
5 pupils whose names were drawn for a prize were: Matilda White
Y6, Daisy Greenhalgh Y7, Valentin Bala Y6, Joshua Green Y4 and
Oliver Hill Y3. Well done to all – keep reading!
Here is a photo of one of the winners – Joshua Green
Jane Burton, Head of English
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Fun Learning in Nursery 4
Nursery 4 having been learning about themselves and their families. We have investigated
the shapes we see in our homes and who is in our family. They have also celebrated all the
brilliant things they can do like jumping and singing and balancing.
Well done Nursery 4!
Joanna Lake, Nursery Room Leader

Introducing our new Reception classes
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Celebrating Black History Month
This Black History Month we will be sharing a story each week on social media from our history, our classrooms and our community
which will celebrate Black History at Taunton School. If you wish to contribute towards a story for us to consider then please email
marketing@tauntonschool.co.uk, we’d love to hear from you.

Leading the Way
In 1962, Taunton School appointed
Peter Thomas from Lagos, Nigeria to
be Head Boy; he was the First Black
Head Boy at a British Public School.

A busy welcome for our TSIMS students
Our first week back at The Grange has been packed with activity.
We started the week with a welcome back barbeque, complete
with Inflatable Gladiator and “s’mores” round the fire and ended
the week at Channel Adventure where we kayaked, climbed trees
and learned how to start a fire safely. We also managed to fit in
a trip to Vivary Park and a Macmillan coffee morning where we
raised £149.35 whilst enjoying delicious cakes and hot chocolate.
It has been lovely to welcome our new students and returners
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back to The Grange and we have all been enjoying the good
weather by making use of our beautiful garden both in our free
time and during lessons. The girls also had a pampering session
on Friday where they decorated the girls’ common room, did face
masks and listened to music.
The highlight of the week was definitely the Channel Adventure
trip - the sun was out and the students particularly enjoyed the
kayaking.
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Weekly Awards

21st September Awards
Musicians of the Week

Sportswoman of the Week

Learners of the Week

Freya Simpson – for continuing to make
excellent progress on the violin and
showing pride in her musical skills.

Tongfei Deng – for showing progress
and good focus in sport.

Daisy Gregory – for showing fantastic
independence and effort throughout the
whole week.

Forest White – for continuing to make
great progress on the harp.

Sportsman of the Week

Oscar Sanderson – for showing fantastic
independence and effort throughout the
whole week.

Rose Ayrinhac – for always aiming high
and practicing hard.

28th September Awards
Sportswoman of the Week
Chloe Henderson – for showing great
teamwork and kindness, stepping in for
an injured player in goal to help her team
out

Sportsman of the Week
Mael Dalbavie – for contributing to
others within the school community
and showing great teamwork with other
pupils

Musicians of the Week
Safa Boraei – for her positivity and pride
in her cello playing
Jake Maloney – for his ambition to
achieve and his efforts in practicing the
cello
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Tom Webb – for an excellent batting
performance in the intersquad cricket
match.

Learners of the Week

Emily Dempsey – for demonstrating
curiosity and knowledge having
researched her new topic over the
summer holidays.

Sophia Odedra – for producing two
outstanding pieces of work in Humanities
and continuing to take great pride and
show ambition in her work

Harrison Webb – Super work on
identifying and naming various bones in
the body, using their scientific/technical
names.

Charlie Bawden – for being articulate
and empathetic in PSHE and showing real
interest and enthusiasm

Kye Rowlinson – for showing a healthy
interest in the new topic on Elements and
asking some great questions.

Poppy House – for a fantastic start to
Year 4 Maths!

Xiao Tian Ma – for being so positive and
settling into his new school well.

Juliette Machado – for a super poster in
History about the Tudor boy Thomas Pyke
Lewis Walters – for producing very high
standards of work, particularly in Humanities
Eloise Bennett – for developing her confidence in Maths
Robbie Eckley – for making an
electrifying start in Science
Oscar Dyson – for his fantastic effort
in Maths which has resulted in him
challenging himself

Performing Arts Cafes
Tuesday 22nd September
Tuesday 29th September
Tuesday 6th October
Tuesday 17th November
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YEAR 4 MUSICAL PRODUCTION
Friday 16th October

Starts Monday 5th October
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